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LPRS Unveils IQRF Wireless Networking
Components at UK Wireless Forum
LPRS is using their appearance at the UK Wireless Fortronic Forum to demonstrate
the IQRF range of simple to implement, reliable wireless networks for smart
metering, home and building automation, intelligent street lighting and
environmental monitoring. The event will also be the first opportunity for visitors to
see the latest generation of LPRS’s market leading easyRadio, eRA and new
developments from Wireless Module manufacturer Circuit Design Inc.
Wireless Fortronic is the UK’s first one day technically focused forum specifically
dedicated to Wireless intended for engineers involved in the design and
manufacture of wireless products. This free to attend event will host discussions
covering a wide range of topics specifically on wireless, wireless sensor and
telemetering technologies from major suppliers and be accompanied by an
exhibition. More information is available at http://www.fortronicuk.com/ [1]
“For many years at LPRS we have taken the approach that “the answer is easyRadio
– now what is your question” says John Sharples, Managing Director of LPRS;”Our
UK designed and manufactured “out of the box” wireless module has been highly
successful and positioned LPRS as a major player in the wireless module market.
Our attendance at Fortronic signals a re-positioning of LPRS from being a module
manufacturer to being a compete wireless solutions company”
The LPRS product range now includes its own easyRadio Advanced (eRA) wireless
module, narrow band long range wireless modules from CDT, the IQRF range of
wireless networking components, the IQVC range of visual control panels together
with antenna, wireless key fobs and a wide range of sensor products.
Visit LPRS at the UK Wireless Fortronic Forum or for more information call
+44(0)1993 709418, email sales@lprs.co.uk [2] or visit www.lprs.co.uk [3]
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